SUBMISSION PROCESS

Please visit http://www.bma.org.uk/icph2020 for full submission instructions. Abstracts must be submitted online using the submission documents available at our website. All abstracts will undergo a blind review process and submissions must be received by 31 January 2020.

You can go directly to the submission portal at: https://events.bma.org.uk/PresentationPortal/icph-2020/submit-abstract

EVALUATION CRITERIA

Abstract submissions will be evaluated on the following criteria:

Oral or poster presentations:
- Quality
- Original contribution to knowledge
- Relevance to audience and conference theme
- Focus on evidence-based solutions
- Scientific strength and merit

Abstracts must clearly outline the alignment with the conference theme, purpose/relevance of the presentation, materials, methods, results and conclusions. Survey results are welcome but all abstracts must provide sufficient detail for reviewers to understand the size and merit of the study.

Workshop submissions:
- Quality including suitability of session format
- Relevance to audience and conference theme
- Focus on evidence-based solutions
- Originality

Workshop submissions must include an outline of the session, including format, methods of delivery and outline timings, description of activities and audience engagement and expected outcomes. All presentation tools, handouts or media that will be involved in the session should be described or submitted alongside the abstract.

All submissions must be 400 words or fewer and should identify:
- Project aims and objectives
- Background, methods/approach, results and conclusion (as applicable)
- Three learning objectives
- For workshop submissions only: Session plan, description and timeline including number of facilitators and activities

All submissions must be uploaded to the ICPH 2020 portal, using the relevant abstract template form. Full upload instructions and abstract template forms are available at http://www.bma.org.uk/icph2020